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self portrait  with layers of transparency, Drawing 3 



COLOR STUDY DIPTYCH
beginning painting

In this two-installment assignment, the student is instructed to use a pre-formulated 
composition using a still-life set-up box provided by the professor including a cardboard box painted green or black, 

and three different colored walls.. The student uses the fewest, simplest, biggest color spots created by form, light, 
and shadow. The student is asked to identify colors by asking themselves: is it brighter or duller? Darker or lighter? 

Warmer or colder? The students will recognize that light  interferes with objects, and they will understand that 
optical colors are different from local colors. The students will learn to be more sensitive to neutrals in shadows, and 

subtleties in saturated colors.

NEUTRAL STILL LIFE
beginning painting



SIGHTING STUDY 
drawing 1

By using line sensitivity, and sighting 
and composition tools, the student 
draws their surroundings with graphite. 
They will learn to optically measure 
space, and begin see how angles interact 
with each other.

 LINE SENSITIVITY  WITH NATURE
beginning drawing

The student is asked to study a small 
piece of nature from provided “nature 
lab.” They will learn to communicate 

weight and space with weighted lines, 
slow lines, fast lines, etc.



COLOR COMBO DIPTYCH
beginning painting

This assignment requires the student to paint the same still life two 
different times asking them to create specific color palettes each 
time. With limited colors, they learn to utilize fewer resources to 
create neutrals, and find strength in saturation. 



(L) VALUE STUDY, SUBTRACTIVE METHOD
beginning drawing

(R) VALUE STUDY WITH CHARCOAL
drawing 1



TEXT TO IMAGE
concepts and practices 1

After practicing analog and digital methods of creating imagery, students are asked to 
create images out of text. They are asked  to create three separate words with different 

meanings. They learn how to visually open a wider plane of illusionistic space, and are 
challenged to utilize value to enhance meaning. 



SELF PORTRAIT WITH TRANSPARENT LAYERS
drawing 3

The students are asked to reflect on the meaning of what 
a self portrait can be. They use three different layers of 
transparent vellum to create a large-scale self portrait 
(36” x 42”). This student used graphite and micron pens 
to reflect on growth with the metaphor of hair.



LANDSCAPE WITH NON 
TRADITIONAL MARK-MAKING
drawing 3

After experimenting with non 
traditional mark-making with 
colored inks, the students respond 
to the atmospheric space with a 
landscape. After reading an excerpy 
of Ken Taylor’s Landscape to 
Memory, they begin to unpack the 
relationship between material and 
concept.



PATTERNS AND SPACE
beginning painting

The objective of this assignment is for the student to paint a geometric still life implementing 
provided patterns from physical material samples into the planes of the shapes. The student is 
assigned to draw a simple composition on their surface of 18” x 24” or larger. The student will divide 
the shapes of the still life up into light and shadow by working from general to specific while using 
a split compliment color combination. They will then use these three colors, plus white, to find a 
full range of values and some neutrals. They will discover that by separating the forms from large 
to small their painting will elicit the illusion of volumetric space. Painting can be flat and decorative 
with flattening pattern, but it can also have depth through form. They will find that shadows and light 
are also shapes. 

ARTISTS TO LOOK AT: Edouard Vuillard, Henri Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, Gustav Klimt, Vincent 
Van Gogh, Angelina Gualdoni, Benjamin Degan, Picasso, Tal R., Katherine Bernhart, Jonas Wood



LONG FIGURE 
PAINTING
beginning painting

FAST FIGURE PAINTING TRIPTYCH
beginning painting



LUCIAN FREUD: DIVISIONS OF THE 
FACE WITH SHAPES OF LIGHT/DARK 

TRIPTYCH (HATCH MARKS)
drawing 1

HIGH KEY HATCH MARK STILL LIFE
drawing 1




